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Abstract
Perfect (0;1)-matrices and perfect bidirected graphs are independently dened but are closely
related. In this paper, we discuss these relations and give several characterizations of perfectness.
The generalized stable set problem associated with bidirected graphs is a generalization of the
maximum weighted stable set problem. We also give a brief proof that if a given bidirected
graph is perfect, then the problem can be solved in polynomial time. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let A be a (0;1)-matrix of size m  n and let n(A) denote the m-vector whose
ith component is the number of −1 entries in the ith row of A: The polytope P(A)
dened by
P(A)= fx2<n jAx61− n(A); 06x61g (1)
is called the generalized set packing polytope, where 0=(0; : : : ; 0)T and 1=(1; : : : ; 1)T:
Here the convex hull of all the integral points of a given polytope Q is denoted
by QI.
For instance, PI(A) is dened by
PI(A)= convfx2f0; 1gn j x2P(A)g:
We say that a polytope Q is integral if Q=QI. The matrix A is said to be perfect if
P(A)=PI(A), that is, if P(A) is integral. Perfect (0;1)-matrices are generalizations
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of perfect (0; 1)-matrices [13] and balanced (0;1)-matrices (see e.g. [4].) Several
characterizations of perfect (0;1)-matrices have been studied [5, 9].
Bidirected graphs which are closely related with (0;1)-matrices are a generalization
of undirected graphs. A bidirected graph is a graph with vertex set V and edge set
E. Each edge has two vertices (not necessarily distinct) as its ends, and in addition
signs at its two ends. We say that an edge e is incident to i2V if e has i as its end
and that e is incident to i with a plus (or minus) sign if e has a plus (or minus) sign
at i. We call e a seloop if both ends are the same vertex. The edges are classied
into three types according to the sign patterns of the two ends. The (+;+)-edges are
the edges with two plus signs at their ends, and analogously the (−;−)-edges and the
(+;−)-edges (the (−;+)-edges) are dened. Undirected graphs may be interpreted as
bidirected graphs with only (+;+)-edges. By associating a variable xi with each vertex
i2V; we may consider the following inequality system:
xi + xj61 for each (+;+)-edge incident to i and j;
−xi − xj6− 1 for each (−;−)-edge incident to i and j;
xi − xj60 for each (+;−)-edge incident to i and j:
Such inequalities are called degree-two inequalities. Because xi − xi60 trivially holds,
we assume that any bidirected graph has no (+;−)-seloop in this paper. We call the
system arising from G the system of G, and any solution to the system a solution of
G: Especially, a solution whose components are all 0 or 1 is called a (0; 1)-solution
of G. Since several distinct bidirected graphs may have the same set of solutions (or
(0; 1)-solutions), it is convenient to dene a type of canonical bidirected graph. A
bidirected graph is said to be transitive, if whenever there are edges e1 = fi; jg and
e2 = fj; kg with opposite signs at j, then there is also an edge e3 = fi; kg whose signs
at i and k agree with those of e1 and e2. Interpreting this in terms of the degree-two
inequality system, this simply says that any degree-two inequality which is implied
by the existing inequalities must already be present. Thus, any bidirected graph and
its transitive closure have the same solution set. We say that a bidirected graph is
simple if it has no seloop and if it has at most one edge for each pair of distinct
vertices. Johnson and Padberg [11] showed that any transitive bidirected graph can be
either reduced to simple one without changing essentially the set of (0; 1)-solutions
or determined that it has no (0; 1)-solution (see also Section 2). We remark that a
transitive bidirected graph has no (0; 1)-solution if and only if it has a vertex with
both a (+;+)-seloop and a (−;−)-seloop. Here we say that a bidirected graph is
closed if it is simple and transitive.
Given a (0;1)-matrix A, we can consider the associated bidirected graph G(A)=
(V; E) where the vertex set V is the set of column-indices of A, the edge set E is
dened by: E has an edge e incident to vertices i and j with signs  and  if and
only if there is a row r of A such that Ari= 1 and Arj = 1; where ; 2f+;−g and
Ari denotes the (r; i)-element of A. Since 06xi61 for x2P(A); P(A) is included in
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the set of all the solutions of G(A). Furthermore, the set of all (0; 1)-points in P(A)
coincides with the set of all the (0; 1)-solutions of G(A).
On the other hand, one can consider a generalized set packing polytope associated
with a given closed bidirected graph G=(V; E): A pair (C+; C−) of disjoint subsets
of V is called a biclique of G if the following conditions hold
(B1) there is an edge between any two vertices in C+ [C−,
(B2) if i2C and j2C where ; 2f+;−g, there is an edge incident to i and j
with an  sign at i and a  sign at j.
We say that a biclique is nontrivial if jC+ [C−j>2. Bicliques are analogies of cliques
of undirected graphs, and as such, have corresponding inequalities. It is easy to show
that any (0,1)-solution of G satises the inequalityP
i2C+
xi +
P
i2C−
(1− xi)61
with respect to a biclique C =(C+; C−). This inequality is called a biclique inequality.
Any biclique inequality has the same form as those of (1). Thus, we can consider the
following generalized set packing polytope arising from G:
P(G)= fx2<V j x satises all biclique inequalities of Gg:
We remark that inequalities xi>0 and xi61 are implied by the bicliques (;; fig) and
(fig; ;), respectively. If G is undirected, P(G) is dened by all the clique inequalities
and all the nonnegativity inequalities. Johnson and Padberg [11] proved that a biclique
inequality induces a facet of PI(G) if and only if its associated biclique C =(C+; C−)
has the following two conditions
(B3) C is maximal with respect to (B1) and (B2), that is, there is no biclique
C^ =(C^
+
; C^
−
) such that C+ C^+; C− C^− and C 6= C^,
(B4) there is no vertex u2V nC such that there are edges hu; ii with a plus sign at i
for all i2C+, and edges hu; ii with a minus sign at i for all i2C−.
Such a biclique is said to be strong.
Given an undirected graph G, let !(G) denote the maximum clique size of G and
(G) the chromatic number of G, i.e., the minimum number of colors needed to color
the vertices so that any two adjacent vertices have distinct colors. We call such a
coloring a minimum coloring. A perfect graph which was introduced by Berge [1] is
an undirected graph G such that !(G0)= (G0) for any vertex induced subgraph G0 of
G. It is well known that an undirected graph G is perfect if and only if P(G)=PI(G)
(see [2].) By using this characterization, we can naturally extend the perfectness of
undirected graphs to bidirected graphs. Here we say that a bidirected graph is perfect
if it is closed and if P(G)=PI(G). The second condition says that the incidence matrix
of all bicliques of G is perfect. Ikebe and Tamura [10] proved that a closed bidirected
graph is perfect if and only if its underlying graph (which is obtained by changing all
edges to (+;+)-edges) is perfect.
In this paper, we will discuss relations between perfect (0;1)-matrices and perfect
bidirected graphs and give new characterizations of these. Section 2 proposes a method
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for calculating the dimension of a generalized set packing polytope. In Section 3, we
discuss and give characterizations of perfect (0;1)-matrices and perfect bidirected
graphs. In Section 4 we deal with the generalized stable set problem, which is to nd a
maximum weighted (0; 1)-solution of a given closed bidirected graph. It is shown that if
a given bidirected graph is perfect then the problem can be solved in time polynomial in
its encoding length [15]. However, the method in [15] is slightly complicated. Section 4
describes a simple method by using a characterization in Section 3.
2. Dimensions of generalized set packing polytopes
In this section, we propose a method for calculating the dimension of a generalized
set packing polytope. Generally, if a polytope P<n is represented by inequalities,
then the dimension of P can be calculated by solving linear programming problems
on P 2(n + 1) times. Thus, the dimension of a generalized set packing polytope can
be calculated in time polynomial in the size of a given matrix. Our method, however,
does not use linear programming problems.
Let A be a (0;1)-matrix of size m  n and let dim P denote the dimension of a
polytope P. Johnson and Padberg [11] showed that PI(A) is full-dimensional if the
transitive closure of G(A) is simple. Hence one can determine dim PI(A) only by
G(A). However, dim P(A) is not determined only by G(A), because there may be two
matrices A1 and A2 such that G(A1)=G(A2) but dim P(A1) 6=dim P(A2). The method
proposed here uses both A and G(A), and determines dim P(A) in time polynomial in
m and n.
The following remark plays an important role in our method.
Remark 2.1. Any point of P(A) satises all degree-two inequalities of the transitive
closure of G(A).
Now we describe our method determining the dimension of P(A).
Step 0: For each row r of A, let Pr = fi jAri=1g and Nr = fi jAri= −1g. We recall
that the inequalities associated with A are represented as
P
i2Pr
xi +
P
i2Nr
(1− xi)61 for r=1; : : : ; m (2)
and that P(A) is dened by (2),
06xi61 for i=1; : : : ; n (3)
and
several equalities: (4)
At the beginning, (4) is absent.
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Step 1: Construct G(A) and its transitive closure. We remark that the transitive
closure can be found in polynomial time. Here we suppose that G(A), or simply G,
denotes the transitive closure of G(A). Assign ‘unmarked’ to every vertex of G.
Step 2: Suppose that G has a (+;+)-edge and a (−;−)-edge which are incident to
distinct ‘unmarked’ vertices u and v. In this case, the equality xu + xv=1 is indicated,
and hence, all points of P(A) must satisfy the equation. Add xu + xv=1 to (4) and
eliminate variable xu by using xu=1−xv from (2). Assign ‘marked’ to vertex u. Repeat
the above process as long as the assumption is satised.
Step 3: For a (+;−)-edge and a (−;+)-edge incident to distinct ‘unmarked’ vertices
u and v, execute the same procedure as Step 2 by using the equation xu= xv.
Step 4: After Step 3, (2) may be represented as
P
i2P0r
rixi +
P
i2N 0r
ri(1− xi)6cr for r=1; : : : ; m: (5)
From Steps 2 and 3, each ri is a positive integer and cr is an integer less than or equal
to 1. Obviously, P(A) is dened by modied (2){(4). If there is a row r with cr < 0
then P(A) must be empty, and we stop. Suppose that cr =0 and that P0r [N 0r 6= ;:
From (3), xi=0 for all i2P0r and xi=1 for all i2N 0r . Add such the equalities to (4),
eliminate variables in P0r [N 0r from (2) and assign ‘marked’ to all i2P0r [N 0r . Repeat
the above procedure until the assumption is not be satised.
Step 5: If G has an ‘unmarked’ vertex v with a (+;+)-seloop and a (−;−)-
seloop then xv= 12 . Add the equality to (4), eliminate xv from (2) and assign ‘marked’
to v. Repeat the procedure while the assumption holds. We note that if there exists a
vertex with a (+;+)-seloop and a (−;−)-seloop then PI(A)= ;. After the process,
(2) may be represented like (5), even though each cr is half-integral. In the same way
as Step 4, determine whether P(A)= ;; or x values of variables.
Step 6: Terminate. Let U denote the set of ‘unmarked’ vertices of G and U 0 the
set of ‘unmarked’ vertices with no seloop. Then dim P(A)= jU j. We note that if
PI(A) 6= ; then dim PI(A)= jU 0j, because if xi is (0; 1)-valued and if i2U nU 0 then
xi is xed to 0 or 1 and because the induced subgraph G[U 0] by U 0 is simple.
The above method terminates in time polynomial in m and n. Obviously, transfor-
mations of (2) at Steps 2{5 do not change the feasible region P(A). Thus, if our
method terminates at Step 4 or Step 5 then P(A)= ;: Let us assume that the method
terminates at Step 6. We remark that (2) is transformed to (5) in which cr 2f0; 12 ; 1g
and P0r [N 0r = ; if cr =0, for each r. Furthermore, each ri is a positive integer.
In order to prove the correctness of the above method, we give several propositions.
Proposition 2.2. If i; j2P0r [N 0r (i 6= j) at any iteration; G(A) has an edge incident
to i and j such that the sign at each vertex is plus if it is in P0r ; otherwise minus.
Proof. If i and j are originally contained in Pr [Nr , the assertion is trivial. Suppose
that v; j2P0r(v 6= j); i 62 P0r [N 0r and that there is a (+;+)-edge incident to v and j.
Let us consider the case when xv is eliminated by using xv=1 − xi at Step 2. Then
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xv is replaced for 1 − xi, that is, i belongs to the new N 0r . From the transitivity of
G(A), there is a (−;+)-edge incident to i and j with a minus sign at i. Similarly,
we can prove the assertion by exhaustively checking the other cases and by induction
on iteration.
Proposition 2.3. If cr = 12 in (5) then each i2P0r has a (+;+)-seloop and i2N 0r has
a (−;−)-seloop in G(A).
Proof. Let us consider the iteration when cr is decreased from 1 to 12 . At that time,
the rth inequality contained a variable xv which was xed to 12 at Step 5. From
Proposition 2.2, there is an edge incident to i and v with a plus (or minus) sign
at i if i2P0r (or N 0r ). Since G(A) is transitive, the assertion holds.
Proposition 2.4. If ri>2 and i2P0r (or N 0r ) then i has a (+;+)-seloop (or (−;−)-
seloop) in G(A).
Proof. For simplicity, we assume that i is originally contained in Pr . The coecient ri
is changed only at Step 2 or Step 3. Let us consider the time when ri was increased
from 1. We assume that this occurred by eliminating xu at Step 2. Then xu=1 − xi
and the rth inequality contains the term (1 − xu) with a positive integer coecient.
Then there is a (+;+)-edge and (+;−)-edge incident to both i and u with plus signs
at i. From the transitivity of G(A), i has a (+;+)-seloop. In the same way, we can
prove the assertion by checking the other cases.
Proposition 2.5. P(A) has a point x^ such that x^v 2f0; 1g for each v2U .
Proof. Let G[U ] be the subgraph of G induced by U . Obviously, G[U ] is transitive
and has no vertex with both a (+;+)-seloop and a (−;−)-seloop. From results of
Johnson and Padberg [11], G[U ] has a (0; 1)-solution. Suppose that x^ is the point
obtained from the (0; 1)-solution and system (4) of equalities. In order to show that
x^2P(A), it is enough to verify that the (0; 1)-solution satises nal system (5). The
above three propositions guarantee this.
For each vertex u of G, let N+−G (u) denote the set of all the vertices v such that
G has a (+;−)-edge incident to u and v with a plus sign at u and a minus sign at v.
Analogously, N++G (u); N
−+
G (u) and N
−−
G (u) are dened. For each ‘unmarked’ vertex
u, let
D(u)= fv2U j x^v=1 and v2N++G (u)g[ fv2U j x^v=0 and v2N+−G (u)g
if x^u=0; otherwise let
D(u)= fv2U j x^v=1 and v2N−+G (u)g[ fv2U j x^v=0 and v2N−−G (u)g:
Proposition 2.6. If v2D(u) then u 62 D(v).
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Proof. Assume on the contrary that v2D(u) and u2D(v). Without loss of generality,
suppose that x^u= x^v=0. Then there are a (+;−)-edge and a (−;+)-edge incident to
u and v. However, either u or v must be marked at Step 3. This is a contradiction.
Proposition 2.7. If v2D(u) and w2D(v) then w2D(u).
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that x^u= x^v= x^w =0. Then there is a (+;−)-
edge incident to u and v, and a (+;−)-edge incident to v and w. From the transitivity
of G, w2D(u).
Let us now verify the correctness of our method.
Theorem 2.8. If our method terminates at Step 6; dim P(A)= jU j.
Proof. The dimension dim P(A) is at most jU j, because the variables corresponding
to the marked vertices are either already xed or determined by the values of those
corresponding to ‘unmarked’ vertices. We will prove that P(A) has jU j + 1 anely
independent points, i.e., dim P(A) is at least jU j. Let x^ be a point of P(A) having the
property of Proposition 2.5 and y^ the restriction of x^ on U .
From Propositions 2.6 and 2.7, there is a linear ordering  on U such that u  v if
v2D(u). Suppose that U = f1; : : : ; ug and that 1      u.
Claim 2.8.a. For each v2U; there is a point y^v such that y^v satises (3), (5) and
y^vi = y^i; if and only if i  v.
Let u be a suciently small positive value and y^u the point obtained from y^ by
replacing y^u for u (or 1 − u) if y^u=0 (or 1). From Proposition 2.2 and from the
fact that D(u)= ;, y^u satises (3) and (5). Let us consider a vertex k 2U .
Suppose that the assertion holds for each vertex of fk+1; : : : ; ug and that y^k+1j = j
(or 1 − j) if y^j =0 (or 1), for j= k+1; : : : ; u. Let k be a positive value suciently
smaller than k+1 and let y^k be the point obtained from y^k+1 by replacing y^
k+1
k for k
(or 1 − k) if y^k =0 (or 1). Since k is suciently smaller than j for each j2D(k)
and each ri is constant, y^k satises (3) and (5). //
From the above claim, we can obtain jU j+1 points of P(A). Since fy^g[ fy^u j u2Ug
are obviously anely independent, dim P(A)= jU j.
Corollary 2.9. Suppose that P(A) 6= ;. Then dim P(A)= dim PI(A) if and only if the
transitive closure G of G(A) has no vertex with both a (+;+)-seloop and a (−;−)-
seloop and G[U ] has no seloop (i.e.; G[U ] is simple).
Suppose that P(A) 6= ;: Let us consider the case when A is perfect. Then dim P(A)=
dim PI(A) must hold, and hence, the transitive closure G of G(A) satises the condi-
tions of Corollary 2.9. From Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, system (5) at Step 6 (ignoring
inequalities with cr =0) is of the form (2), and hence, implies a generalized set
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packing polytope. Here we call the coecient matrix of (5) at Step 6 the reduced
matrix of A with respect to U . We remark that G[U ] is the transitive closure of the
bidirected graph obtained by the reduced matrix of A. Hence we obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.10. Let A be a (0;1)-matrix with P(A) 6= ; and A^ a reduced matrix of
A. Then A is perfect if and only if the transitive closure G(A) of G(A) has the
conditions of Corollary 2:9 and A^ is perfect.
Polytope P(A) is said to be irreducible if P(A)\fx j xi=0g 6= ; and P(A)\fx j xi
=1g 6= ; for all i (see [5, 9].) Irreducibility simplies discussions on the perfectness
of (0;1)-matrices. We remark that P(A) is irreducible if and only if G(A) has
no seloop (the ‘if ’ part is due to Johnson and Padberg [11].) Even if G(A) has
no seloop, it may have multiedges eliminated in Steps 2 and 3. However, we can
further simplify G(A) to be simple as in Theorem 2.10. That is, it is sucient to
deal with (0;1)-matrices such that P(A) 6= ; and G(A) is itself simple to discuss the
perfectness of (0;1)-matrices. The next theorem is a straightforward consequence.
Theorem 2.11. Let A be a (0;1)-matrix such that P(A) 6= ; and G(A) is simple.
Then A is perfect if and only if G(A) is perfect and the incidence vector of any
nontrivial strong biclique is present in A.
3. Characterizations of perfectness
For a given (0;1)-matrix A of m n size, let A+ and A− be the matrices dened
by
A+ij =

1 if Aij =1;
0 otherwise;
A−ij =

1 if Aij = − 1;
0 otherwise
and let Q(A) denote the polytope
Q(A)=

y2<2n
 (A+A−)y61; 06y61yj + y j =1 (j=1; : : : ; n)

;
where j= n+ j and (A+A−) is the m 2n matrix obtained by appending A+ and A−.
We will write P(A) and Q(A) as P and Q, for convenience, whenever there is no
confusion.
The next relation is well known.
Proposition 3.1. For a specied (0;1)-matrix A; the following are equivalent:
(a) A is perfect;
(b) P(A)=PI(A);
(c) Q(A)=QI(A).
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Proof. Statements (a) and (b) are evidently equivalent from the denition of perfect-
ness. If x2P(A) then (x; 1−x) belongs to Q(A). Conversely, if y2Q(A); (y1; : : : ; yn)
is a point of P(A). Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between P(A) and Q(A),
that is, (b) and (c) are equivalent.
Condition (c) of Proposition 3.1 is a straightforward characterization of perfectness.
We rst verify that a relaxation of Q(A) also characterizes the perfectness of A. We
consider the following relaxation of Q(A):
Q(A)=

y2<2n
 (A+A−)y61; 06y61yj + y j>1 (j=1; : : : ; n)

:
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a (0;1)-matrix of mn size. Then A is perfect if and only
if Q(A)= QI(A).
Proof. From Proposition 3.1, we will prove that Q=QI if and only if Q= QI. The
suciency is trivial because Q is a face of Q. In order to verify the necessity, we will
show that
Qh= QhI for h=1; : : : ; n;
where Qh= Qh(A) is the face of Q dened by
Qh=
8<
:y2<2n

(A+A−)y61; 06y61
yj + y j>1 (j=1; : : : ; h)
yj + y j =1 (j= h+ 1; : : : ; n)
9=
; :
For convenience, we dene Q0 =Q. From the assumption, Q0 is integral. We will
prove Qh= QhI by induction on h. Suppose that Q
h−1 is integral, that is, its all extreme
points are (0; 1)-valued.
Assume on the contrary that Qh has a nonintegral extreme point y^. From the induc-
tion hypothesis, y^h+ y^ h > 1 must hold. From the denition of Q
h, 0<y^h; y^ h61, and
the following claim clearly holds.
Claim 3.2.a. If y^h and y^ h are independently decreased so that y^h+ y^ h=1; the point
is in Qh−1.
Let us consider the point ~y dened by
~yj =

y^j if j 6= h;
1− y^h if j= h:
From Claim 3.2.a, ~y belongs to Q
h−1
: Then there exist (0; 1)-points y1; : : : ; y` of Q
h−1
such that
~y=
P`
k=1
kyk ;
P`
k=1
k =1; k>0:
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Since y^ is an extreme point, y^ h (or y^h) cannot be increased without violating some
inequality. Here we select one of such inequalities and call it the bounding inequality
with respect to y^ h: Now let N1; N2 and N3 be subsets of f1; : : : ; n; 1; : : : ; ng dened as
follows:
N1 = fj j the jth coecient of the bounding inequality w:r:t: y^ h is nonzerognfhg;
N2 = f j j 9i such that (A+A−)ij =1 and (A+A−)ih=1gn(N1 [fhg);
N3 = f j j 9i such that (A+A−)ij =1 and (A+A−)ih=1gnfhg:
We note that N1 = ;; N2 = ; or (N1 [N2)\N3 6= ; may hold. By using these, we divide
fy1; : : : ; y`g into the following four types:
type (1) yh=0; yh=1,
type (2) yh=1; yh=0; [N1 [N2 = ; or yN1[N2 = 0],
type (3) yh=1; yh=0; yN1 6= 0,
type (4) yh=1; yh=0; [N1 = ; or yN1 = 0]; yN2 6= 0.
From the integrality of these points and the denition of four types, some components
of (0; 1)-points of each type are xed as in the next gure.
h h N1 N2 N3
(1) 0 1 all 0 all 0 ?
(2) 1 0 all 0 all 0 all 0
(3) 1 0 some 1 ? all 0
(4) 1 0 all 0 some 1s all 0
Let 1; 2; 3 and 4 be the sum of the coecients k for each of these four types of
(0; 1)-points. Note that points of type (2) may change their hth components to 1 and
still remain in Q
h
: We will classify these as points of type (20) as in the next gure.
h h N1 N2 N3
(2) 1 0 all 0 all 0 all 0
(20) 1 1 all 0 all 0 all 0
If 4 = 0 then y^ can be expressed as a convex combination of (0; 1)-points of Q
h
by changing the points of type (2) to the corresponding points of type (20); because
all these points satisfy the bounding inequality with respect to y^ h with equality. This
contradicts the fact that y^ is an extreme point.
Suppose that 4>0: We consider points obtained from points of type (4) by changing
their hth components to 1 and call these type (40):
h h N1 N2 N3
(4) 1 0 all 0 some 1s all 0
(40) 1 1 all 0 some 1s all 0
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Evidently, y^ can be expressed as a convex combination of the (0; 1)-points of types
(1); (20); (3) and (40), even though the points of type (40) are not contained in Q
h
:
Dene z^ to be the sum of kyk for the (0; 1)-points of types (3) and (40) divided
by 3 + 4: In order to deduce a contradiction, it is enough to show that z^2 Qh and
that it can be expressed as a convex combination of (0; 1)-points of Q
h
: Let z be
the point obtained from z^ by changing its hth component to 0. Since z is a convex
combination of (0; 1)-points of types (3) and (4), it is contained in Q
h−1
: Suppose
that z0 is the point in Q
h
obtained by xing all other components and maximizing
the hth component. Since z0j =(1=(3 + 4))y^j for all j2N1 [N2; z0 must satisfy the
bounding inequality with respect to y^ h with equality. Thus z^= z
0 2 Qh: Let ~z be the
point obtained from z^ by decreasing its hth component so that ~zh + ~z h=1: From
Claim 3.2.a, ~z2 Qh−1: Then there exists (0; 1)-points of Qh−1 such that
~z=
`0P
k=1
kzk ;
`0P
k=1
k =1; k>0:
These (0; 1)-points have types (1) or (3) because ~z satises the bounding inequality
with equality. Furthermore, since ~zN3 = 0; points of type (1) remain in Q
h
by changing
their hth component to 1. We call such points type (10). The point z^ can be expressed
as a convex combination of (0; 1)-points of types (10) and (3). This is a contradiction.
Hence Q
h
is integral if Q
h−1
is.
Let us consider the following polytope:
Q(A)=

y2<2n
 (A+A−)y61; 06y61yj + y j61 (j=1; : : : ; n)

:
As the suciency of Theorem 3.2, if Q(A) is integral then Q(A) is integral, and hence,
A is perfect. Unfortunately, the converse does not generally hold because a similar
statement to Claim 3.2.a does not hold for Q(A): We will discuss characterizations of
perfectness by using polytopes dened as above.
The completion A of A is the matrix obtained as follows: if there are two rows
a1; a2 of A and a column-index i such that a1i = −a2i 6=0 and a1j a2j =0 for all j 6= i then
a1 + a2 is added to A if it is not already present. A is said to be complete if A=A:
From the construction of A; P(A)=P(A): We say that P(A) has a variable set to
0; if P(A)fx j xi=0g for some i: Similarly, we dene that P(A) has a variable set
to 1, and dene
D(A)=

A+ A−
I I

that is, Q(A)=P(D(A)): Guenin [9] proposed the following characterization of the
perfectness of A:
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Theorem 3.3 (Guenin [9]). Let A be (0;1)-matrix such that P(A) is nonempty with
no variable set to 0 or 1. Then A is perfect if and only if D(A) is perfect.
We can reformulate this in terms of closed bidirected graphs as follows. Given
a closed bidirected graph G=(V; E); let ~G=(V+ [V−; ~E) be the undirected graph
dened by
V+ = fv+ j v2Vg;
V− = fv− j v2Vg;
~E = fhu; vi j 9 (; )-edge incident to u and v in Gg[ fhv+; v−i j v2Vg:
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a closed bidirected graph. Then G is perfect if and only if
~G is perfect.
Before proving Theorem 3.4, we give two propositions.
Proposition 3.5. If G is closed then ~G=(V+ [V−; ~E) has the following properties
(a) v+ and v− are not adjacent to the same vertex;
(b) the induced subgraph ~G[fu+; u−; v+; v−g] has at most three edges;
(c) if hv+; ~ui; hv−; ~wi 2 ~E then h ~u; ~wi 2 ~E:
Proof. If (a) does not hold then G has two types of edges between v and the vertex
corresponding to one adjacent to v+ and v−: This contradicts the closedness of G:
The induced subgraph ~G[fu+; u−; v+; v−g] has at most four edges from (a). However,
if it has four edges, G is not simple. Thus (b) holds.
Suppose that u and w denote the vertices of V corresponding to ~u and ~w: Since G is
simple, u 6=w: From the transitivity of G; there is an edge hu; wi whose signs at both
ends agree with those of hu; vi and hw; vi; respectively. Thus (c) holds.
Proposition 3.6. Let G be a closed bidirected graph. If (C+; C−) is a biclique of G
then fv+ j v2C+g[ fv− j v2C−g is a clique of ~G: Conversely; any clique of ~G is
either fv+; v−g for some v2V or induces a biclique of G.
Proof. The rst assertion is clear from the denitions of bicliques and ~G: Let C be a
clique of ~G: If C contains v+ and v− then it must be fv+; v−g from Proposition 3.5.
Otherwise, the pair of fv2V j v+ 2Cg and fv2V j v− 2Cg is a biclique of G:
We prove Theorem 3.4.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let x be a point of P(G) and let y=(x; 1−x): Proposition 3.6
guarantees y2P( ~G): Conversely, if y2P( ~G) satises yv+ + yv− =1 for all v2V; the
restriction yV+ of y on V+ belongs to P(G) from Proposition 3.6. Hence if ~G is perfect,
that is, if P( ~G) is integral then its face fy2P( ~G) jyv+ + yv− =1(v2V )g is integral,
and hence, G is perfect.
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In order to show the converse, we suppose that V = f1; 2; : : : ; ng and consider poly-
topes
Ph= fy2P( ~G) jyj+ + yj− =1 (j= h+ 1; : : : ; n)g
for each h2V: For convenience, we dene P0 = fy2P( ~G) jyj+ + yj− =1 (j2V )g:
From the above discussion, if P(G) is integral then P0 is also integral. Thus, it is
sucient to show that if Ph−1 is integral, then Ph is.
Assume on the contrary that Ph has a nonintegral extreme point y^: From the induction
hypothesis, y^h+ + y^h−<1 must hold.
Claim 3.4.a. We can increase y^h+ and y^h− so that the point is in P
h−1:
We construct y2P( ~G) from y^ such that yh+ + yh− is as large as possible. If yh+ +
yh− =1; there is nothing to prove. Assume that yh+ + yh−<1: Then there are two
cliques C and D of ~G such that
h+ 2C; h− 2D and P
i2C
yi=
P
j2D
yj =1: (6)
From Proposition 3.5, C \D= ; and (C [D)nfh+; h−g is a clique of ~G; that is,P
i2Cnfh+g
yi +
P
j2Dnfh−g
yj61: (7)
However, (6) and (7) imply yh+ + yh−>1; a contradiction.
Let y be a point of Ph−1 satisfying Claim 3.4.a. From the induction hypothesis, there
exist (0; 1)-points fy1; : : : ; y`g of Ph−1 such that y can be represented by a convex
combination of these points. If y^h+ 6=yh+ then y^h+ must be 0 because y^ is an extreme
point of Ph: A similar statement for h− also holds. If y^h+ 6=yh+ ; we replace the h+th
component of each yi for 0. In the same way, if y^h− 6=yh− ; we replace the h−th
component of each yi for 0. Obviously, y^ can be represented by a convex combination
of these new (0; 1)-points which still remain in Ph: However, this contradicts the fact
that y^ is an extreme point of Ph: Hence Ph must be integral.
Given a bidirected graph G; let G denote its underlying graph which is obtained
by changing all edges to (+;+)-edges. Ikebe and Tamura [10] showed the following
relation between perfect bidirected graphs and perfect undirected graphs.
Theorem 3.7 (Ikebe and Tamura [10]). Let G be a closed bidirected graph. Then G
is perfect if and only if G is.
We can slightly generalize Theorems 3.7 and 3.4. Let G be a transitive bidirected
graph with no seloop. Such graphs may have multiedges of types either (+;+)- and
(−;−)-edges or (+;−)- and (−;+)-edges. We can dene bicliques, P(G) and ~G for
these bidirected graphs in the same manner for closed bidirected graphs.
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Theorem 3.8. Let G be a transitive bidirected graph with no seloop. Then P(G)
is integral if and only if G is perfect (if G has multiedges; replace these for single
edges).
Proof. Obviously, P(G) is integral if and only if a closed bidirected graph G0 obtained
by deleting several vertices is perfect, that is, P(G0) is integral. From Theorem 3.7, it
is sucient to show that G is perfect if and only if G0 is. The ‘only if’ part is clear
because G0 is a subgraph of G: Let v+ and v− be vertices joined by edges of distinct
types in G: Obviously, if u ( 6= v−) adjacent to v+ then it also to v−; and vice versa.
Then by reversely tracing a construction of G0; G can be reconstructed from G0 by
substituting edges for some vertices. Here substitution of a graph H 1 for a vertex v of
a graph H 2 is a transformation that joins every vertex of H 1 to all vertices adjacent
to v in H 2 and that deletes v: It is well known that substituting preserves perfectness
if H 1 and H 2 are perfect, see [12]. Thus the ‘if’ part holds.
Theorem 3.9. Let G be a transitive bidirected graph with no seloop. Then P(G) is
integral if and only if ~G is perfect.
Theorem 3.8 is veried by Theorem 3.7. We nally propose a useful proposition.
By using this, we can prove Theorem 3.7 from Theorem 3.4 and vice versa, and prove
Theorem 3.9 from Theorem 3.8. We denote by NG(v) the neighbor set of vertex v
in G:
Proposition 3.10. Let G=(V; E) be an undirected graph and let v+; v− 2V with
hv+; v−i 2E: We suppose that if i2NG(v+)nfv−g and j2NG(v−)nfi; v+g then hi; ji
2E: Then G is perfect if and only if the graph H obtained by contracting hv+; v−i is
perfect (delete a seloop; and if H has multiedges; replace these for single edges).
Proof. Assume that G is perfect but H is not. Then NG(v+) 6NG(v−)[fv−g and
NG(v−) 6NG(v+)[fv+g must hold; otherwise H is isomorphic to an induced subgraph
of G: Without loss of generality, suppose that H is minimal imperfect, that is, any its
proper induced subgraphs are perfect. From the perfect graph theorem due to Lovasz
[12], the complement H of H is also minimal imperfect. A subset C of V is called
a star-cutset of G if the induced subgraph G[VnC] is disconnected and some vertex
in C is adjacent to all the other vertices in C: The set consisting of v and all of its
neighbors in H is a star-cutset of H from the assumption. However, the star-cutset
lemma due to Chvatal [3] says that no minimal imperfect graph has a star-cutset. Then
H must be perfect.
Suppose that H is perfect. It is enough to show that !(G)= (G) and !(Gnv+)= 
(Gnv+) in order to prove the converse, where Gnv+ denotes the subgraph obtained
from G by deleting v+: We rst prove that !(Gnv+)= (Gnv+): If NG(v+)NG(v−)
[fv−g; Gnv+ is isomorphic to H; and hence, !(Gnv+)= (Gnv+): Assume that there
is a vertex i2NG(v+)n(NG(v−)[fv−g): Let us consider a minimum coloring of H: If
we paint v− by the same color as that of i; we can obtain a coloring of Gnv+ from
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the assumption, that is, (Gnv+)6(Hnv): Then
!(Hnv)6!(Gnv+)6(Gnv+)6(Hnv)=!(Hnv)
and hence, !(Gnv+)= (Gnv+): We next prove that !(G)= (G): Assume that NG(v+)
 (NG(v−)[fv−g): From the assumption, C =NG(v+)[fv+g is a clique of G: If
!(H)6jCj − 1; obviously, !(G)= (G): If !(H)= jCj; (NG(v+)nfv−g)[fvg has at
most jCj − 1 colors in a minimum coloring of H: Thus, !(G)= (G): In the same as
above, if NG(v−) (NG(v+)[fv+g) then !(G)= (G): We nally suppose that there
exist i2NG(v+)n(NG(v−)[fv−g) and j2NG(v−)n(NG(v+)[fv+g): Let us consider a
minimum coloring of H: From the assumption, if we paint v− and v+ by the same
colors as those of i and j respectively, we obtain a coloring of G: Thus (G)6(Hnv):
Since H is perfect,
!(Hnv)6!(G)6(G)6(Hnv)=!(Hnv):
Hence !(G)= (G):
Remark. Statement (c) of Proposition 3.5 implies that ~G in Theorem 3.4 satises
the conditions of Proposition 3.10 and guarantees that the graph obtained from ~G
by contracting hv+; v−i also satises these conditions. It follows that ~G is perfect if
and only if G is perfect when G is a closed bidirected graph. Hence, we can prove
Theorem 3.7 from Theorem 3.4 by using Proposition 3.10, and vice versa. Similarly,
we can verify that G is perfect if and only if ~G is perfect under the assumption of
Theorems 3.8 and 3.9.
Remark. We can easily prove Theorem 3.4 from Theorem 3.3. The polytope P(G)
coincides with P(A) of the incidence matrix A of all the nontrivial bicliques of G: Since
G is closed, A is complete, i.e., A=A: Proposition 3.6 implies P( ~G)=P(D(A)):
Moreover, P(A) is nonempty with no variable set to 0 or 1 by Johnson and Padberg
[11]. Hence it follows that P(G) is integral if and only if P( ~G) is. Theorem 3.3
is slightly more general than Theorem 3.4. The ‘if’ part of Theorem 3.3 is evident
because P(A)=P(A) and because, roughly speaking, P(A) is a face of P(D(A)):
If P(A) is not irreducible, it is not integral from the assumption of Theorem 3.3. If
A is perfect then P(A) must be irreducible, that is, G(A) has no seloop. Thus, in
terms of bidirected graphs, the assumption of Theorem 3.3 says that G(A) has no
seloop. Hence, Theorem 3.9 is a precise reformulation of Theorem 3.3.
4. The generalized stable set problem
Given a closed bidirected graph G=(V; E) and an integral weight vector w=(wi)i2V ;
let us consider the following problem:
maximize
P
i2V
wixi j x=(xi)i2V is a 0−1 solution of G

: (8)
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We call the problem the generalized stable set problem. Obviously, the problem to
maximize a linear function among the (0; 1)-points in the generalized set packing poly-
tope can be formulated as the generalized stable set problem. The author [15] proved
that if a given bidirected graph is perfect then the generalized stable set problem can
be solved in time polynomial in the input size as follows: the generalized stable set
problem for any bidirected graph can be reduced to the maximum weighted stable
set problem for some undirected graph in time polynomial in the number of vertices,
the reduction preserves perfectness and it is well known that the maximum weighted
stable set problem can be solved in polynomial time by the method of Grotschel
et al. [6{8]. However, the reduction is slightly complicated. In this section, we in-
troduce a simple reduction from the generalized stable set problem to the maximum
weighted stable set problem. This interprets the reduction in [15] by using the undi-
rected graph ~G: Here ~G=(V+ [V−; ~E) denotes the undirected graph associated with
G dened in the previous section.
Proposition 4.1. If x is a (0; 1)-solution of G; the vector y on V+ [V− dened by
yv+ = xv and yv− =1− xv represents some maximal stable set of ~G: Conversely; if y
is the incidence vector of a maximal stable set of ~G; the restriction yV+ of y on V+
is a (0; 1)-solution of G:
Proof. Let x be a (0; 1)-solution of G and let y be the (0; 1)-vector on V+ [V−
dened as above. Assume on the contrary that y is not the incidence vector of any
stable set of ~G: Then there exists an edge h ~u; ~vi of ~G such that y ~u=y ~v=1: Let u and
v denote the vertices in V corresponding to ~u and ~v: From the denition of y; u 6= v:
Suppose that ~u; ~v2V+: Then xu= xv=1 and there is a (+;+)-edge between u and v
in G: However, this contradicts the fact that x is a solution of G: We can also deduce
contradictions for the other cases. Hence y represents some stable set of ~G: Moreover,
since yv+ + yv− =1 for any v2V; the stable set must be maximal.
Let y be the incidence vector of a maximal stable set of ~G: Assume on the con-
trary that yv+ =yv− =0 for some vertex v2V: From the maximality, there are vertices
~u; ~w of ~G such that hv+; ~ui; hv−; ~wi 2 ~E and y ~u=y ~w =1: From (a) of Proposition 3.5,
~u 6= ~w: Statement (c) of Proposition 3.5 implies that there is an edge between ~u and ~w:
However, this is a contradiction. Thus yv+ + yv− =1 must hold for any vertex v2V
because there is an edge between v+ and v− in ~G: In the same way as above, we can
prove that if x= yV+ is not a (0; 1)-solution of G then y is not the incidence vector
of any stable set of ~G:
From Proposition 4.1, problem (8) is equivalent to
maximize
P
i2V
wiyi+ j y is the incidence vector of a maximal stable set of ~G

:
(9)
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However, problem (9) is not the maximum weighted stable set problem because it
contains the condition of maximality of stable sets. Finally, we insist that it can be
easily eliminated by modifying the weight vector. Let us consider the weight vector
~w=( ~wi)i2V+[V− dened by
~wv+ =

wv if wv>0;
0 otherwise;
~wv− =

0 if wv>0;
−wv otherwise
and let us consider the following maximum weighted stable set problem:
maximize
( P
i2V+
~wiyi +
P
i2V−
~wiyi j y is the incidence
vector of a stable set of ~G
)
: (10)
Since any maximal stable set of ~G contains exactly one of v+ and v− for any v2V;
the optimal value of (10) is precisely
Pf−wv jwv<0g greater than that of (9). Fur-
thermore, since ~w is nonnegative, an optimal maximal stable set of (10) can be easily
obtained from any optimal stable set. Thus, if one can solve the maximum weighted
stable set problem (10) then one can also do (8). Combining Theorem 3.4 and the
method of Grotschel, Lovasz and Schrijver, we can derive the next theorem.
Theorem 4.2. The generalized stable set problem for a perfect bidirected graph can
be solved in time polynomial in the input size.
In order to solve (10), one can eliminate the vertices whose coecients in the
objective function are zero from ~G: Since either ~wv+ or ~wv− is 0, at least one of those
is eliminated. Roughly speaking, the method in [15] reduces G to such an undirected
graph.
Note added in proof. After submitting our paper, [14] was published. In this paper, a
result equivalent to Theorem 3.7 was independently proved by using contexts similar
to those of our paper, i.e., the facts that the generalized stable set problem can be
transformed to the maximum weighted stable set problem and that the perfectness is
preserved by the transformation.
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